
Welcome to Autumn 1 in Year 1
Here is a brief summary of what will we be learning this term?

As writers, we will be looking at the main features of a 5 
sentence story using the story 'Jack and the Beanstalk' as a 
starting point. The children will be encouraged to write in 
simple complete sentences using a capital letter and a full 
stop with increased independence and accuracy.
In spelling, we will be focusing on the Year 1 Common 
Exception everyday words and the spelling of new words 
using 'say the sound, write the word'.
In handwriting, we will be presenting our work neatly. We 
will be working hard on the formation and orientation of our 
letters following our handwriting scheme Kinetic Letters.

In reading, we will be exploring the picture book The Umbrella 
by Ingrid Schubert. We will be using a range of oral 
comprehension skills to construct meanings from an image.

As mathematicians, we will be learning about place value 
within 10. We will be counting, representing, comparing and 
ordering. We will be introducing parts and wholes using the 
part-whole model and writing number sentences.
In Number Sense we will be subitising numbers from 1-5 and 
explaining what we see, using prior knowledge.
Our Key Instant Recall Facts (KIRFS) are to quickly recall 
number bonds to 10.

As Historians we will be learning about Queen Elizabeth 
the second as a significant individual  in living memory and 
how she influenced our lives today.

Our class book:

INSERT PICTURE

As artists, we will be learning how to control a pencil to 
achieve different tones and effects. We will be looking at 
everyday real objects and using our artistic skills to 
replicate these.

In PE, we will be following our PE Real PE 
curriculum. The first unit is Personal PE where the 
children will be working on throwing and catching 
with accuracy.

In computing, we will be learning how to group and sort 
data.

In PSHCE, we will be learning about kindness, believing in 
ourselves, showing our best and working hard. Our school 
values of ready, respectful and safe will continue to be our 
focus throughout.

As scientists, we will be identifying, naming and describing 
common animals, including scientific vocabulary.

As musicians, we will be exploring sounds 
including timbre, pitch, dynamics and rhyme., 
timbre, pitch, dynamics, rhyme Exploring sounds, 
timbre, pitch, dynamics, rhyme Exploring sounds

Please follow this link to view our wider curriculum:
East Hunsbury Primary School - Our Curriculum

In Year 1, we are 
all brilliant!!!

https://easthunsburyprimary.org.uk/index.php/for-parents/our-curriculum
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